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Improbable Sanctuary
The city of Boise defies red-state stereotypes.

By Todd Shallat
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A 60-foot cross of steel stabs a sandstone mesa. Dry wind from the sagebrush
prairie flaps a 50-foot American flag. Below in the cheatgrass valley is a city known
mostly for French fries. Too small potatoes for CNN election polling, too casual for
Neiman Marcus, Boise, Idaho, sprawls under the radar. The daily newspaper feeds a
running joke about mix-ups between Idaho (potatoes) and Iowa (corn). Tom Brokaw of
NBC News once aired a Boise segment mislabeled “Des Moines.”
In Boise, nevertheless, one out of every 16 people has been forced across an
international border in flight from persecution and war. Thirteen thousand arrived
as “displaced persons” with refugee status. Hailing from the Balkans, the Congo, the
Himalayas, the Tigris-Euphrates, and the Horn of Africa, crossing oceans of suspicion
and misunderstanding, they reach Idaho’s capital city at a pace of about 800 people a
year.
Asmaa Albukaie of Syria reached Boise via Jordan and Egypt. Married at age 14
and the mother of two at 15, she had attended university library school before the car
bombs blasted Damascus. Rockets exploded with chemical sarin warheads. She hid in
a basement with neighbors. Her husband and children were kidnapped. Retrieving her
children, she fled.
“I force[d] to leave [be]cause my children,” Albukaie told a reporter. “We couldn’t
sleep because of the shooting and bombs.”
Across Jordan by bus and ferry, harassed, pickpocketed and swindled, the fatherless
family of three eventually reached the United Nations in Cairo. Two years of vetting
followed. Interrogations in windowless rooms – at least 10 that she remembers –
seemed fixated on her headscarf as if her hair were hiding a bomb. Interpol, U.S.
Homeland Security, the U.S. State Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S.
Customs, and the TSA all layered the cumbersome process. At last in December 2014,
deemed “vulnerable” and prioritized because of the children, Albukaie and her sons
were approved. The final stack of papers revealed that her family’s destination was a city
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seldom mentioned in Hollywood movies. She Googled the
place in the airport. Inexplicably, the tickets read “Boise, ID.”
“So green. It’s beautiful,” said Albukaie of her mystery city.
In July 2016, posing for a story in the Idaho Statesman, she
wore western denim with a a flower-print T-shirt and a hijab of
bright magenta. Bright eyes flashed toward the sun.
“I have a lot of nice [Boise] friends. I’m working. I’m safe.”
Even so, people have cursed her in public. Drivers yelled ugly
words when her clunker stalled in an intersection. A Boise
woman, wide-eyed, turned to her companion and whispered
“The Muslims are coming,” when Albukaie entered a bank.
“[People] are talking about how we are stranger[s] ... how
we are ISIS.” The hysteria has frightened her children and
left an indelible mark. “I’m here for safety. I’m not scared. I
still believe in the United States. But everyone know[s] I am
Muslim if they saw me. I am a woman who wears a scarf.”

Shouting Distance
Albukaie stays resolute in the face of accusations that
Syrians are Muslim fanatics and that hate is the soul of Islam.
“A Trojan Horse of ISIS” was how Donald Trump characterized
the Syrian resettlement program. “Creeping Sharia” was the
slur preferred by Idahoans who sponsored a bill to de-Islamize
the state’s child welfare system. In downtown Boise, a Nampa
man was arrested and charged with a hate crime for punching
Albukaie’s 16-year-old son. The assailant had asked the boy if
he was Muslim.
“Maybe it’s our problem,” Albukaie concedes. “Maybe
we don’t know how to deal with American people. I’m trying
just to fix and solve the problem because I need peace for this
country. For me, America is now my country, so I need peace
too. So I need to be safe with my kids, and I need safety for my
neighbors, for American people.”
Peace and safety seemed doomed in the wake of the 2015
terror attacks on Paris and San Bernardino. In Filer, Idaho,
a pastor packed a small Baptist church to preach against the
“Muslim refugee agenda.” Boise, said the pastor, was a “refugee
dump.” In Twin Falls, meanwhile, hijabs had been spotted
near the College of Southern Idaho campus at the refugee
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resettlement center. A news report claimed that Syrians had
videotaped the gang-rape of a disabled 5-year-old child at
knifepoint. Twin Falls police quickly denied it: no Syrians, no
rape, no knife. All that the prosecutor would acknowledge was
that “juveniles” had been involved in an “incident.” The court
records were sealed. Immediately, nevertheless, Breitbart News
reposted the story. In a flash, the fiction went viral.
Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter saw the firestorm coming.
Already Idaho’s governor had joined two dozen others in
demanding a halt to “rubber-stamped” immigration-refugee
programs. No matter the confusion between refugees (who are
forced to migrate) and immigrants (who are not). No matter
that refugee issues were far removed from the governor’s
jurisdiction. “Frustration runs high in Idaho,” said Otter. The
narrative seemed to confirm that strangers were evil and that
refugee resettlement was a top spun out of control.
Two blocks from Otter’s Statehouse – shouting distance
but political light-years from the governor’s office – Mayor
David H. Bieter ignited his own fiery headline by drafting
a defiant response. “When it comes to immigration and
refugees,” wrote Bieter to his fellow mayors, “presidents and
Congress get to say, but mayors have to do.”

Twin Falls prosecutors
say alleged rape
by refugees never
happened, 2016.
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GERMAN FEDERAL ARCHIVES

Concern for war refugees first appeared in the Idaho
Statesman in opposition to U.S. Senator William Borah. The
square-jawed attorney from Boise had risen to national stature
as the prosecutor of radical labor bosses. In the 1920s, he
lent a shoulder to barring the door to “undesirables” from
Asia and Mexico who, he alleged, could not be assimilated.
An isolationist, Borah opposed asylum for Germany’s Jews.
After Borah’s death and the Nazi slaughter, the refugee issue
resurfaced in the problem of Europe’s “displaced persons”
whose homes had been bombed into graveyards. President
Harry Truman, in 1948, had signed the Displaced Persons
Act “with very great reluctance” because the legislation
discriminated against Catholics and Jews. Boise philanthropist
Leo J. Falk and others supported Truman, advocated asylum,
and funded resettlement programs. In 1951 the Statesman
polled Boiseans to ask whether the United States should do
more.
“If we can help, it is our duty to do it,” said Phyllis
Vanderwilt of Rose Hill, responding to the Statesman’s query.
Betty Horn of Eagle agreed but cautioned that there needed to
be a quota. Likewise, Arleta Vanderford, a Kuna housewife, did
not want America “flooded” but noted that many Holocaust
survivors were good people and “highly educated.” Idaho
might benefit from their skills.

War refugees flee Berlin,
1945.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH FOUNDATION

CITY OF BOISE
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

Mayor David H. Bieter

Boise’s mayor rejected the notion that people from distant
places posed a threat to public safety. Boise was live-and-letlive, said Bieter. It was the kind of place where artists painted
the utility boxes, where an overpass sheltered a skate park,
where motorists allowed people to merge so long as they waved
back to acknowledge the kindness. “We’re nationally known as
a welcoming city,” Bieter continued. “We can all be proud.”
Pride in the welcoming city had become a rallying point
for the four-term incumbent in Boise’s previous mayoral
election. Himself an outsider looking in – a Catholic in a
Protestant city, a Democrat in a Republican state – Hizzoner
embodied the broad-brush American epic of the grandson
who wants to remember what the father would rather forget.
His maternal grandfather, a sheepherder, had emigrated from
the Basque region of Spain. Threadbare and persevering,
the immigrant had taken a job few people wanted, making
a life. The sheepherder’s daughters had been married in the
Catholic cathedral that marked the Democratic home base
of the future mayor. In 2015, during Bieter’s fourth mayoral
campaign, his challenger had scorned “too many dialects” in
Boise and refugees as “blight.” The mayor coldly responded
that “diversity” was Boise’s birthright. Bieter then cruised to an
electoral landslide with 69% of the vote.
Both an immigrant city and an anti-immigrant city,
Boise, historically, had shunned prejudice but also endorsed it
depending on what was at stake. In 1893, the Japanese laborers
who laid rails to the 10th Street depot were confined to shiver
in box cars when threatened by mobs downtown. In 1901, a
Bavarian immigrant mayor named Moses Alexander allied
with a British sheriff to roughly remove the Chinese. That same
immigrant built an ornate synagogue and became the nation’s
first elected Jewish governor. Boise beckoned, but Boiseans
sometimes repelled.
Pitchfork nativism, even so, never played well in Boise. In
1924, when the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan rallied on Boise’s
Main Street, city council insisted that the hooded marchers
expose their faces in honest daylight. In 1948, when an Idaho
senator shunned “whites only” and was arrested in Alabama,
Boiseans applauded the rebuke of Jim Crow.

Protesting the U.S.
refugee ban, 1938.
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In 1951, as Boiseans pondered asylum, a landmark United
Nations treaty codified the word “refugee” in international law.
Signed in Geneva, grandfathered into U.S. federal statue by
Congress in 1967, the Convention on the Status of Refugees
established the principle that no innocent person should be
remanded to face torture or execution. A “refugee” was defined
as any person forced to migrate “owing to a well-founded fear
of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group, or political opinion.”
Cubans fleeing Castro in 1960 were among the first in
the United States with official refugee status. Hungarians,
Czechoslovakians, Russians, and Ukrainians followed as
Congress cracked open the door for dissidents from the Soviet
bloc. In 1975, with the fall of Saigon, Congress authorized
two years’ worth of funds for people fleeing Cambodia and
Vietnam. However, Indochinese continued to arrive, and by
midyear 1979 some 14,000 were reaching the United States
each month. Members of Congress criticized U.S. refugee
policy as “haphazard and inadequate … outdated, unrealistic,
and discriminatory.” The Refugee Act of 1980, signed by
President Carter on March 17, set up a permanent and
systematic procedure for admitting refugees and an Office of
Refugee Resettlement within the Department of Health and
Human Services.
In Idaho, meanwhile, an informal refugee program began
at Boise State University in 1975, and Governor John Evans
formally established a state-level refugee center in 1979. The
program later passed to Idaho’s Department of Health and
Welfare and, in 1997, to a private nonprofit. The nonprofit,
named Jannus, Inc. in tribute to the Roman god of new
beginnings, houses the resettlement agency. The Idaho Office
for Refugees, within Jannus, receives federal grant money and
administers statewide programs.
Jan Reeves, 71, the longtime director of the state’s
refugee office, leans back from piles of printouts in the Jannus
building behind a North End strip mall. “We have a receptive
community,” says Reeves in response to the question of
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why refugees come to Boise. “We have resources. There are
opportunities here. There are many community partners that
are engaged in the resettlement process. Refugees have an
opportunity here to start their lives over on a solid footing with
a positive future ahead of them. And that’s what we want.”
Boiseans extend hands and open their hearts through
soccer leagues, churches, and charitable foundations. A
clearinghouse called Neighbors United links 16 government
offices and 30 nonprofits. The Agency for New Americans
provides case workers fluent in 12 languages. The International
Rescue Committee has worked tirelessly to help refugees
become self-sustaining. The Boise School District coordinates
translation services in 84 languages. Global Talent, a
Jannus affiliate, smooths the path to employment for skilled
professionals. Global Gardens helps Somali Bantu farmers
plant community roots.

GLOBAL GARDENS

ELISA LEONELLI

Owing to a Well-Founded Fear

Welcome the Stranger
Boise’s embrace is proof that right and left, secular and
religious, can share common goals for different political
reasons. Secular pluralism can fuse with the evangelical’s sense
of service when people of every stripe yearn to connect with

Refugee farmer with
cherry tomatoes, Global
Gardens, Boise.
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“Red or blue, victory or not, we need each other,” said
Rev. Sara LaWall, a Boise Unitarian. Her voice was strong in
December 2015 at a rain-soaked vigil on the stairs of the Idaho
Statehouse. Singing “This Land Is Your Land” and waving bike
lights and glow sticks, there was no mistaking the political
message. “Faith calls us to value love over fear,” said LaWall.
“All of our faith teachings have strong support of refugees.”
Boiseans sang even louder in outrage over President
Trump’s pledge to ban Syrian refugees and suspend
immigration from majority-Muslim countries. On January 29,
a rally of more than 600 crowded the Boise airport. Placards

all just trying to fill in the gaps.” Recently she encountered
a rabbi while tutoring a refugee in a classroom provided by
Boise’s Temple Beth Israel. “Here,” said the rabbi, smiling, “we
have a Mormon in a Jewish synagogue teaching English to a
Muslim.”
The teaching goes two ways, says Donald Batubenga,
the Congolese pastor of New Heart Christian Church. “They
[the refugees] have shifted the social life of this community.”
Batubenga alternates sermons in English and Swahili. His
parishioners are Zambian, Sudanese, Ethiopian, Nigerian,
Rwandan, Caribbean, and Idahoan. Church music plays in
Lingala, Bemba, Zulu, Creole, English, and French.

read “Love Trumps Hate,” “United We Stand,” and “Fight
Ignorance.” A teenager held a sign that said, “We Love Our
Muslim Neighbors.” Another implored “Don’t Take Our 1st
Amendment.” A girl in pink knelt on the carpet in a throng of
children with a “Welcome Refugees” sign.
At Boise City Council, meanwhile, a solidarity resolution
reaffirmed “a responsibility to welcome, speak up for, and
stand with all of our residents regardless of where they are
from.” Two days later, again at the Boise airport, a crowd of
100 tearfully cheered Bahati Sudjonga as he stepped through
the gate to reunite with his brother and sister. The Congolese
refugee, age 19, said his name means “lucky one” in Swahili. He

KATHERINE JONES, IDAHO STATESMAN

the world. Cole Community Church, a humanitarian pioneer,
rises above denomination with a family mentoring service.
Mentors meet families once a week to teach the Boise basics:
how to shop, pay bills, barbecue, and bike to the zoo. Annually
the church sponsors an ecumenical “peace feast.” Half the guest
list is Muslim. Lamb killed by hand is blessed and prepared
according to Islamic halal practices.
Marla Olsen of Boise credits this church at Maple Grove
and Ustick as the model for programs she coordinates for eight
congregations of Latter-day Saints. When it comes to service,
says Olsen, “we are not Mormon or Catholic or Jewish. We’re

Congolese refugee
Bahati Sudjonga
reunites with family at
the Boise airport, 2017.
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the world. Cole Community Church, a humanitarian pioneer,
rises above denomination with a family mentoring service.
Mentors meet families once a week to teach the Boise basics:
how to shop, pay bills, barbecue, and bike to the zoo. Annually
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list is Muslim. Lamb killed by hand is blessed and prepared
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Marla Olsen of Boise credits this church at Maple Grove
and Ustick as the model for programs she coordinates for eight
congregations of Latter-day Saints. When it comes to service,
says Olsen, “we are not Mormon or Catholic or Jewish. We’re

Congolese refugee
Bahati Sudjonga
reunites with family at
the Boise airport, 2017.
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Top Three Countries of Origin for Idaho Refugees, 2016

602

148

122

Democratic Repubic of Congo

Syria

Iraq

By the Numbers
In 2016, the Idaho Office for Refugees oversaw the
resettlement of 1,245 displaced people. Two-thirds were
resettled in Boise, the rest in Twin Falls. The single largest
group was 602 refugees from the Democratic Republic of
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Congo (former Zaire). Next in numbers were Syrians (148) and
Iraqis (122). The numbers suggest that most will build lives
in the Boise area. Since 1975, of an estimated 24,500 refugees
and asylum-seekers who have reached Idaho through various
channels, about 19,000 remain.
But in Idaho, as in the rest of America, mythology clouds
the process. One pervasive fiction is that the United States
does not have the bureaucratic capacity to adequately vet
refugees from war zones. Security experts say otherwise.
America’s refugee screening process has been called the most
arduous ever invented. In 2016, in testimony before the U.S.
Senate’s immigration subcommittee, Homeland Security’s Leon
Rodriguez said there was no harder way to enter the country
than as a refugee. “All refugees,” he insisted, “are subject to the
highest level of security check of any category of any traveler
to the United States.” Homeland Security could confirm “not
a single act of terrorist violence” committed by a screened
refugee.
A second fiction is that refugees bleed the coffers of
public assistance. Taxpayer support, in fact, is a pittance
once refugees land. A family of four in Boise might get $782/
month for up to eight months. Refugees have 40 months to
repay the cost of their flight to freedom. Refugees, like any
American, immediately pay state and federal taxes, and,
like any American, the poorest among them pay the highest
percentage of their household income. In 2016, in response to
a public petition, the Twin Falls school superintendent tallied
the annual cost of refugee services. The total annual cost to the
school budget was less than half of one percent.
“If refugees weren’t self-sufficient, that would be a
problem, but that’s not what’s happening,” said Zeze Rwasama,
who directs the College of Southern Idaho’s refugee center.
A third, more complex, fiction is the notion that refugees
displace other workers. In the short run, if the Boise Valley
were a zero-growth economy of stagnation, it could be argued
that any influx of workers would devastate wages. But studies
of the long run have shown that refugees in agricultural
regions can reduce the dependence on guest or undocumented
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was said to have been “the last refugee” to reach Boise before
the President’s ban.
That “last refugee” waves an American flag in a jubilant
photo posted by the Wall Street Journal. Reposted by Boise’s
Neighbors United, it flanks profiles of refugees whose heritage
the President shuns. One is a young Somali medical doctor.
Threatened by jihadists, he had been a student at the top of his
class before fleeing to seek safety in Jordan. Another profiled
refugee is an Afghan student at Boise State. Her father is a wellknown poet; her mother, a literature professor. The family had
fled the Taliban, escaped to Uzbekistan, and there waited 15
years for third-country asylum. “In America,” she still believes,
“freedom offers unlimited opportunities.” Whether Trump’s
America will stand by that promise is an open question as this
book goes to press.
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born. The study cautioned, however, that refugee success was
as varied as their ethnicities and education. Bosnians and
Burmese exceeded American rates of home ownership. Somalis
did not.
The Idaho Office for Refugees counts more than 300
businesses started by people resettled in Boise. “When
you open a business for the first time in the United States,
that’s not something easy,” says Salam Bunyan, a chef who
hails from Iraq. Bunyan and his wife, Aseel, are proud to

Entrepreneurship is also important. A 2016 report from
the Center for American Progress found that Bosnians, after
ten years in the workforce, were about as likely to open a
business as the American born. Thirty-one of every 1,000
Bosnians had become business owners; so had 26 of every
1,000 Burmese and 26 of every 1,000 Somalis. The Syrianborn, who are typically skilled and well-educated, were three
times more likely to open a viable business than the American-

employ American workers. So is Tino Silva of Meridian’s
Intermountain Construction and Abatement. A Zions Bank
small business loan helped Silva rebuild the struggling
business, keeping nine Idahoans employed.
“This economic impact flows directly into cities like
Boise,” says Nikki Cicerani of Upwardly Global, a nonprofit
employment service. More than half of Cicerani’s refugee
clients are skilled professionals who prosper in fields like

DREW NASH/TIMES-NEWS

JONATHAN MCBRIDE/INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE

workers by filling undesirable jobs. Some start businesses
that employ other people. Refugees are also consumers. Less
likely than other immigrants to leave once established, they
are “integral to the nation’s growth” according to a panel of
14 academic economists in their 2016 report to the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. “We found
little to no negative effects on overall wages and employment of
native-born workers in the longer term,” said Francine D. Blau
of Cornell, who led the study.

Boise restaurateurs
Salam and Aseel
Bunyan, refugees from
Iraq via Syria, 2016.
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Chobani CEO Hamdi
Ulukaya employs refugee
workers at his yogurt
plant in Twin Falls.
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engineering, IT, and finance. “To view refugees as outsiders,
victims, or a danger to their communities,” says Cicerani, “is a
narrow and inaccurate lens.”
Certainly not everyone prospers in Boise. Refugees, for
all their resilience, face the same economy as other Boiseans
seeking employment – an economy of call centers and
baristas, a city with too few apartments close to a job or a bus
stop. Idaho suffers from the nation’s highest percentage of
employment at minimum wage. And that minimum is $2.50
less than the minimum an hour away across the Oregon line.
Fifteen percent of people in the Boise Valley live in poverty
by federal standards. Another 22 percent are so-called ALICE
workers (Asset-Limited, Income-Constrained, Employed) who
earn less than the minimum needed for housing, groceries, and
health care.
Transportation is another problem. The federal transit
administration has ranked Boise at 251 out of 290 cities for
public transportation. For people who spent years in camps
without cars or driver’s licenses, that statistic is especially
tough.
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“You know, new country is supposed to be hard,” says
Nowela Virginie of Boise by way of Rwanda. The mother of
two, age 23, she spent 16 years in a Tanzanian refugee camp.
Virginie reached Boise in 2009 at the nadir of the Great
Recession, when employment for the newly arrived had dipped
to 55 percent. She has since found work as a maid in a Boise
motel.
“If you have a job, you have education, is not hard. Is
good,” says Virginie. “But the bad thing, if you don’t speak any
English, is so hard – really hard.”
It’s no wonder Idahoans seem to be all over the map on
refugee resettlement issues. In 2016, in a Boise State University
poll of 1,000 Idahoans, a statewide plurality (48.8 percent)
thought that refugees burdened the local economy. But the
poll also suggested that familiarity bred respect. Among
respondents who had contact with refugees, a sizable majority
(66 percent) had positive experiences. The more people knew
about refugees, the better they were perceived.
“They’re going to provide such richness to our way of life,”
says Luke Carter of Boise, a refugee mentor who was recently
featured on the mayor’s website. Carter and Sally, his wife, feel
“humbled” to have befriended a hard-working family from
Burma. “Basically, we’re family. We all fit together. They want
to be good Americans. They want to contribute. They’re here
to stay.”

LAURIE PEARMAN

Personal Contact with Refugees, Idaho Public Opinion Survey, 2017

Citizenship ceremony in
Boise, 2012.

TODD SHALLAT, PH.D., teaches history and urban studies at Boise
State University. He is the three-time winner of the Idaho Library
Association’s Idaho Book Award.
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